
Introduction

This report takes a critical look at the Data Quality Act �
or, as it has been renamed by the Office of  Management and
Budget (OMB), the Information Quality Act (IQA) � a two-
paragraph appropriations rider passed in 2000 that was
ostensibly designed to ensure the quality of  information
disseminated by federal agencies.  Disgruntled industries have
used the Act as an end run around well-established procedures
for promulgating rules to improve air quality, clean up toxic
waste sites, and protect children and wildlife from pesticide
residues.  Indeed, unless these abuses are checked, the IQA
may well prove the most destructive half-page of  law that
most people do not know is on the books.

As the pace and scope of  IQA petitions challenging
critical environmental, health, and safety information and
policies steadily increase, Dr. John Graham, director of
OMB�s Office of  Information and Regulatory Affairs
(OIRA), who presides over government-wide IQA
implementation, continues to defend the broadest possible
interpretation of  these provisions.  Dr. Graham is a strong
proponent of the Act precisely because of its potential to
enhance OMB�s bureaucratic power and to serve as an
effective tool for the Administration�s deregulatory agenda.

A serious look at the statute, and the ways it has been
used since its enactment, reveals that the IQA provides a
redundant, yet resource-intensive, layer of  review � one that
is heavily tilted toward use (and misuse) by regulated industry.
The opportunity costs associated with responding to abusive
petitions are unclear.  Agencies routinely take months to
respond to requests, and they ultimately deny most petitions.
In an administration where economic efficiency ranks as a
top regulatory priority, the allocation of  scarce agency
resources to responding to redundant and extra-procedural
IQA petitions in the name of  good �information� is especially
duplicitous.    In order to return the resources currently
diverted from other, urgent priorities, and for all the reasons
discussed in this report, the IQA must be repealed.

We begin by describing the IQA, providing background
on its tobacco industry-based origins and the initial rationales
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for its enactment.  These suspect origins provide Exhibit 1
in the case against the IQA.  The report then explains why
the IQA was a bad idea at the time of  its enactment, because
it was a solution in search of  a problem, layered on top of
time-tested mechanisms already in place for the correction
of  errors in information.  This redundancy provides Exhibit
2 in the case against the IQA.

The report next explores how OMB�s implementation
of  the IQA, as well as its misuse by regulated industries,
transform the Act from one that aims to correct factual errors
in materials disseminated by the government into an
overarching, all-encompassing deregulatory directive that
threatens to disrupt longstanding health and safety programs.
OMB has interpreted the IQA in ways that do violence to its
inauspicious language, finding broad grants of  authority to
require extensive peer review of  regulatory information
where none exist.  Particularly problematic is OMB�s
application of  the unique standards for risk information used
and disseminated pursuant to the Safe Drinking Water Act
Amendments of  1996 (SDWA) to all environmental, health,
and safety risk information covered by the IQA.  OMB�s
audacious assertion of  authority that was not conferred by
Congress is Exhibit 3 in the case against the IQA.
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Specific requests filed under the IQA illustrate ways the
Act has been misused by industry petitioners to challenge
agency policies, decisions, and the treatment of  uncertainty
in order to circumvent the protective mandates in existing
environmental, health, and safety statutes and to limit public
access to crucial health and safety information.  Although
the report does not attempt to provide an analysis of  every
petition filed, the examples discussed ably exemplify the
mischief  that the Act has caused.  Petitions are routinely
filed in attempts to 1.) delay already overdue regulatory actions
that have already complied with extensive opportunities for
public participation and comment; 2.) exclude or withdraw
inconvenient information entirely rather than correct
incorrect information; 3.) correct policy decisions on the part
of  agencies empowered to make such decisions; 4.) bypass
existing statutory procedures for regulatory decisionmaking;
5.) prevent agency action in the face of  incomplete, rather
than poor quality, information; 5.) obtain underlying data
without complying with established Freedom of  Information
Act request procedures; and 6.) sidestep the courts by
attempting to discredit information that corporate defendants
have either been unable to successfully exclude at trial, or
information that they would prefer not to encounter in future
litigation.  These examples of  misuse of  the Act constitute
Exhibit 4 in the case against the IQA.

Finally, as the report explains, OMB failed to subject the
IQA to its own test for regulatory effectiveness.  OMB has
not even quantified the costs of  the policies it has invented
to expand its authority over regulatory actions, let alone weigh
those costs against the benefits through a quantitative cost-
benefit analysis.  As this report details, however,
implementation of  the IQA and its guidelines by federal
agencies comes at enormous cost, never analyzed by OMB,
and its benefits are questionable at best.  Without an
understanding of  the IQA�s costs, it is impossible to know at
what expense the IQA comes, and impossible to know
whether the diversion of  resources from other programs is
justified by any corresponding increase in information quality.
Failure to pass (or even take) OMB�s cost-benefit test
provides Exhibit 5 in the indictment of  the IQA.

The findings of  this report provide a compelling case
for repeal of  the IQA.  The legitimate need for a mechanism
to address correction of  factual errors was already met by
pre-existing agency processes.  The IQA, with its vague terms
that were never debated in Congress but that have been
interpreted expansively by OMB, is neither a necessary nor
an appropriate response to a genuine desire to ensure that
federal agencies disseminate accurate information.  Rather,
the perils of  the IQA emerge clearly in light of  the ways it
has been used thus far to challenge the underpinnings of

regulations to protect health, safety, and the environment.
The damaging effects of  the Act must be made known, and
the public interest community must continue to aggressively
monitor and critique the most egregious petitions both to
encourage agencies to reject these challenges to our
environment, health and safety and to continue to build the
case against the IQA.

The Purpose and Origins of the Information
Quality Act

In late 2000, Congress quietly enacted the IQA as a two-
paragraph rider buried in an appropriations bill.1  The law
required OMB to promulgate �policy and procedural guidance
to Federal agencies for ensuring and maximizing the quality,
objectivity, utility, and integrity of  information . . .
disseminated by Federal agencies.�2  The agencies were in
turn required to promulgate their own guidelines and establish
procedures under which affected persons could �seek and
obtain correction of  information . . . that does not comply
with the guidelines.�3  The full text of  the Act appears as
Appendix A to this Report.

There were no hearings on these provisions and no one
referred to them during the debate on the larger bill.  The
terse statutory language and absence of  legislative history
support the conclusion that Congress did not intend the IQA
to serve as a kind of  �uber statute� providing OMB with the
overarching authority to deflect agencies from their statutory
responsibilities to implement the country�s health, safety and
environmental laws.

In February 2002, OMB issued guidelines to agencies
regarding how to implement the Act.4  Even though the only
explicit congressional directive was a mandate to issue
guidelines on agency implementation of  data correction
procedures, OMB read these ministerial responsibilities
extremely broadly, creating out of  whole cloth a lengthy set
of  guidelines defining terms, mandating that agencies adopt
or adapt standards for risk information used for purposes of
the Safe Drinking Water Act for all health, safety, and
environmental information, providing assumptions about
peer review, providing criteria for handling information
deemed �influential,� and creating an agency appeal procedure
that is no where mandated in the statute.   After seeking public
input, agencies adopted their own guidelines to implement
the rider.5

The IQA was sponsored by Representative Jo Ann
Emerson (R-8th MO), but was the brainchild of  Jim Tozzi, a
former OMB-official who parlayed an intimate knowledge
of  the regulatory process and a willingness to advance the
interests of  risk-producing corporations in the tobacco,
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plastics, and paper industries into a multi-million dollar
conglomerate of  consulting firms and tax-exempt nonprofit
�public interest� groups.  Tozzi frequently brags that he was
the author of  the Act and has also publicly acknowledged
broad industry support for its provisions, which industry
values as an effective mechanism for slowing or stopping
expensive regulation.

Tozzi began his public career as a senior official at OMB,
departing government in 1983 to form a consulting company
named Multinational Business Services, Inc. (MBS).6  Over
the last two decades, his clients have included a broad
spectrum of  industries that share a combined interest in
reigning in regulatory agencies, including tire and auto
manufactures, the lead industry, the plastics industry, the
pharmaceutical industry, pollution equipment manufacturers,
and, most lucrative of  all, the tobacco industry.

In 1985, Tozzi also created a non-profit �think tank�
called Federal Focus, Inc.7  In 1991, he hired former
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) head
Thorne Auchter to head an �affiliate� of  Federal Focus, called
the Institute for Regulatory Policy (IRP).8  Its first order of
business was to prepare a lengthy report recommending that
President George H.W. Bush promulgate an Executive Order
specifying requirements for the preparation and peer review
of  risk assessments prepared by regulatory agencies.9   After
Congress passed the 1995 Paperwork Reduction Act
Amendments and the 1996 Congressional Review Act, Tozzi
created the Center for Regulatory Effectiveness (CRE) to
serve as a �shadow OMB,� using the internet to �monitor
and track proposed rules before they are issued, to ensure
that Congress has all the necessary and pertinent information
to perform an expedited review and to evaluate its potential
options, and to establish appropriate forums for meaningful
comment by the public and the affected industries.�10

Although he represented a wide variety of  industries,
Tozzi�s most prominent client was the tobacco industry, then
engaged in a war of  attrition with EPA over the release of  a
1990 draft EPA risk assessment concluding that
environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) was a known human
carcinogen.  The  companies were motivated not because
EPA had the power to regulate tobacco smoke in indoor
environments, but because of  the potential for this new
information to inspire other governmental and private entities
to take action banning smoking in public places.11  Tozzi
became the recipient of  the first of  many $300,000 �grants-
in-aid� from Philip Morris for the purpose of  assembling a
group of  industries that were similarly threatened by
regulatory action based on EPA�s risk assessments.12  A
February 3, 1992 memorandum mentions �Tozzi and
Auchter�s Institute for Regulatory Policy� in connection with

a project aimed at urging �utility, paper, and diesel industry
groups to support a new administration policy on risk
assessment which would prevent agency disseminations of
health risks which cannot be supported by objective science.�13

When EPA released its final risk assessment confirming the
conclusion in its draft that ETS was a known human
carcinogen,14 Tozzi�s role then changed to helping the tobacco
industry implement a strategy for covertly influencing the
scientific community�s assessment of  ETS risks by attacking
EPA and emphasizing other risk-producing activities.15

In light of  the ETS experience, Tozzi sought other
methods for challenging the scientific basis for agency actions
outside the formal rulemaking process.  The ETS risk
assessment that Philip Morris had spent millions of  dollars
to stymie was not a formal regulation, but it did have a
profound impact on the fortunes of  the tobacco industry
because of  the impact that it was having on other entities.
The advent of  the worldwide web and the growing practice
of  federal agencies of  posting agency reports, risk
assessments, and submissions made a vast amount of
information available to the public.  As a result, the
dissemination of  information by federal agencies could pose
for any industry the same economic threat that EPA�s risk
assessment posed for the tobacco industry.

The 1995 Paperwork Reduction Act included language
relevant to data quality.  One of  the purposes of  the Act was
to �improve the quality and use of  Federal information.�16

The Act required OMB�s OIRA to �develop and oversee the
implementation of  policies, principles, standards, and
guidelines to . . . apply to Federal agency dissemination of
public information,� including �statistical information.�17

Each federal agency had a responsibility for managing
information resources in a way that would, among other
things, �improve the integrity, quality, and utility of
information to all users within and outside the agency.�18

Agencies were required to �regularly solicit and consider
public input on the agency�s information dissemination
activities� and �provide adequate notice when initiating,
substantially modifying, or terminating significant information
dissemination products.�19

Tozzi apparently interpreted the injunction to �consider
public input� as a requirement for agencies to establish
procedures for public challenges to the quality of  agency-
disseminated information.20  This interpretation of  the statute
that was exceedingly ambitious given the fact that it was
directed exclusively to internal agency procedures and
practices, but Tozzi was prepared to promote that
interpretation aggressively with OMB.  Tozzi�s problem was
that the statute did not require OMB or any individual agency
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to take any particular implementing action within any given
time frame.

In  November 1997, CRE prepared  a �Draft Outline
for Legislation on Integrity and Dissemination of  Federal
Information� for distribution to CRE members. The
document presented in a very concise fashion Tozzi�s vision
for what would eventually become the Information Quality
Act.  In particular, the outline suggested that the
�congressional findings� of  the proposed legislation would
stress the �need for Congress to act� and would conclude
that �information by itself  can have large impacts without
any regulation that is available for administrative or
Congressional review.�21  An additional finding stressing �the
importance of  presenting information supporting regulations
in a complete and consistent manner� suggested that CRE
hoped from the outset that the procedural provisions of  the
Information Quality Act would apply to rulemaking as well
as less formal vehicles for information dissemination.22

According to CRE�s plan, oversight of  agency compliance
would be provided by �administrative review� of  complaints
with appeals to a �designated agency official.�23  In addition,
the statute would provide for �external independent expert
review� by persons possessing the �relevant expertise.�24

Reviewers would be selected for �representativeness (not
balance)� and would be chosen to avoid �conflicts of
interest.�  An additional layer of  review would be provided
by OMB or the White House Office of  Science and
Technology Policy in �especially significant situations.�25

Judicial review would be available to �require conformance
to principles, or withdraw or delete.�26  The requirements
would be applicable to all governmental personnel,
contractors and studies funded by the federal government.27

One strategy for getting the federal government to put a
desired policy into place is to provide a strong signal of  a
congressional desire to implement a program in an
appropriations bill or its attendant legislative history.  Tozzi
had attempted to persuade congressional allies to include data
quality language in the FY 1999 appropriations rider, and he
later reported to Philip Morris that language to that effect
had been included in the House Report on the bill.28  The
House Report had �urge[d]� OMB by September 30, 1999
to �develop, with public and Federal agency involvement, rules
providing policy and procedural guidance to Federal agencies
for ensuring and maximizing the quality, objectivity, utility
and integrity of  information (including statistical information)
disseminated by non-Federal entities with financial support
from the Federal government, in fulfillment of  the purposes
and provisions of � the 1995 amendments to the Paperwork
Reduction Act.29  The House report language further provided
that OMB should require agencies to develop their own rules

governing data quality that, among other things, would
�contain administrative mechanisms allowing affected persons
to petition for correction of  information which does not
comply with such rules.�30  The House report captured the
essence of  the Information Quality Act that Congress would
enact two years later, including especially the emphasis on
quality, objectivity, utility and integrity in defining data quality
and the petition process.  That language, however, did not
make it into the text of  the FY 1999 appropriations bill or
the Conference Committee report.  Despite this
omission, Tozzi argued that the Conference Committee had
�incorporated by reference� the language in the House
report.31  There is no indication whatsoever in the Conference
Report that this interpretation was correct, and Tozzi found
that his lobbying efforts to get the Clinton Administration to
implement these goals was an uphill battle.

In mid-December 1998, Tozzi circulated a �proposed
work agenda for 1999� that included three projects for Philip
Morris.32  One was �Data Access/Data Integrity,� which
included such tasks as �Development of  OMB regulations�
and �Development of  agency regulations.�33  Philip Morris
agreed to fund part of  the data quality initiative,34 with other
companies providing additional contributions.  Later that
month, Tozzi�s liaison at Philip Morris submitted a contract
request form specifying that MBS would �work with federal
agencies to encourage implementation of  recently enacted
data access and data quality provisions� and would be paid
$65,000 per month not to exceed $780,000 for the year.35  An
agenda for a meeting held on June 30, 1998 in New York on
�Data Integrity and Data Sharing� suggests various strategies
for reaching industry goals for data access and data quality.
Among the suggested �Actions to Provide Greater Authority
to OMB� was �Legislative Amendments: Paperwork
Reduction Act.�36

In mid-1999, Tozzi began to explore opportunities for
�scientific cooperation� between Philip Morris and federal
agencies on the ETS issue.37  One possibility mentioned in a
lengthy memorandum on that topic was a project to provide
assistance to the National Toxicology Program in drafting
the Data Quality Guidelines that Tozzi believed were required
by the Paperwork Reduction Act.38  MBS would �offer its
assistance to the agency in drafting conforming regulations
which will be required once OMB issues its own Data Quality
rule,� and special emphasis would be placed on �the petition
process for correction of  agency information which does
not meet the standards laid out in the regulations.�39  MBS
would then sponsor a public workshop on the proposed
regulations, and �Philip Morris scientists would be among
the invited participants.�40  Once the procedures were in place,
�it would be possible to petition the agency regarding the
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quality of  the ETS information which it is disseminating.�
If  the agency denied the petition, �this would serve as the
basis for a later legal challenge.�41

Tozzi decided to provide OIRA with a �Model Notice
of  Proposed Rulemaking on Data Quality� that could serve
as a vehicle to jump-start what Tozzi hoped would be a new
OMB data quality initiative.42  Before sending the model data
quality rule to OMB, however, Tozzi circulated it to Philip
Morris for input by Philip Morris scientists.43  Tozzi also
posted his draft data quality notice of  proposed rulemaking
on CRE�s website and solicited comments from the general
public.44  Philip Morris was one of  several companies that
submitted comments to Tozzi�s website.45

It soon became clear, however, that the Clinton
Administration�s OMB had no interest in Tozzi�s rather
officious attempt to prod it into unnecessary action.
Undeterred, Tozzi began at the outset of  the 2000 election
year to press the initiative further, hoping that a new
administration would likely be more sympathetic if  the
Republican Party regained control of  the White House.  In a
letter to Philip Morris, Tozzi laid out a schedule for
implementing this strategy.46  CRE would initiate discussions
with industry stakeholders in February and with federal
agencies in July.  In December, the
industry group would initiate
discussions with the �Transition
Team of  the New Administration�
in anticipation of presenting new
regulations to the new OMB by
February, 2001.  By July, 2001
OMB would have adopted
regulations or CRE would begin
�initiation of  judicial action.�47

Tozzi could, of  course, greatly
enhance his chances of  success,
whether or not the Republicans
won the election, by persuading a sympathetic congressperson
to include in the appropriations bill for FY 2001 language
explicitly requiring OMB and the regulatory agencies to
promulgate data quality guidelines and providing for a
petitions process.  Tozzi did exactly that.  He persuaded Rep.
Jo Ann Emerson (R-Mo.) to insert language almost identical
to the language in the House Report for the 1999
appropriations act into the language of  the 2001
appropriations bill itself.48  Sandwiched between a property
acquisition appropriation for the Gerald R. Ford Museum
and a provision relating to the nonforeign area cost-of-living
allowances,49 the so-called Information Quality Act came into
being.

President Clinton signed the appropriations bill on
December 21, 2000.  Armed with statutory language, rather
than a dubious argument based on a House Report, and
looking forward to a much more sympathetic hearing from a
new Administration, Tozzi proceeded forward on almost
precisely the schedule he had recommended to Philip Morris
and his other clients at the end of  February the preceding
year.  Tozzi probably did not anticipate, however, the
enthusiasm with which the new Administration would
embrace his brainchild.  As these suspicious origins reveal,
the IQA was developed at the behest of  industry by an
individual who founded an organization that now routinely
files petitions under the Act.50

Tozzi and his industry clients pushed for data quality
legislation because of  what they perceived as a worrisome
movement towards �regulation by information,� whereby
government agencies provide access to information on the
activities of  regulated entities through the Internet and other
media.51   These concerns are best exemplified by the tobacco
industry�s concerns, outlined above, that OSHA, other
government entities, and even private entities would take
measures to ban smoking in public places as a result of the
release of  EPA�s risk assessment on second-hand smoke.

According to CRE�s Legislative
Working Papers maintained on its
website, �[f]ederal information
dissemination has the potential to
act as a type of indirect regulation
by persuading citizens and non-
Federal political entities to take
political action based on such
information.�52   Tozzi described
the dissemination of  information
through the Internet as a
��backdoor Federal Register,�� and
he proposed the IQA to ensure
that risk assessments and other

agency disseminations would not improperly influence the
regulatory process.53

As detailed above in Tozzi�s legislative outline for what
would become the IQA, the Information Quality Act
legislation was also viewed as a means to attack new or cutting
edge science, assumptions about uncertainty, and policy
judgments that are unfavorable to industry.54   Directives to
agencies regarding how to regulate in the face of  uncertain
or incomplete information are contained in our health, safety,
and environmental laws, but direct attempts to weaken these
statutes as well as efforts to pass legislation requiring peer
review of  regulatory information and mandating other
procedural requirements for agency decisionmaking have

It soon became clear that the
Clinton Administration�s OMB had

no interest in Tozzi�s rather officious
attempt to prod it into unnecessary
action.  Undeterred, Tozzi began at
the outset of the 2000 election year

to press the initiative further,
hoping that a new administration

would likely be more sympathetic if
the Republican Party regained

control of the White House.
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failed in recent years.55  Thus, the IQA was viewed as a
necessary vehicle to challenge the preventative assumptions
set forth in our environmental, health, and safety laws when
attempts to take on those statutes directly or to impose other
procedural hurdles have failed.

Finally, the passage of  information quality legislation was
seen as a means to remedy perceived data quality problems
within the federal government, particularly with respect to
the science that supports protective regulations.56  Yet, as
discussed infra, there is very little evidence that poor-quality
science has been used to support regulation.

Thus, the goal of  the IQA and the intent of  its drafters
was not the benign purpose of  providing a mechanism for
correcting typographical errors, numerical transcription
problems, or inaccurate weblinks; after all, there are existing
mechanisms within the agencies to deal with such problems.
Rather, the statute was designed as a back door tool for
disputing assumptions about acting in the face of  uncertainty
and challenging unfavorable policy judgments and decisions
made pursuant to environmental, health, and safety statutes.
The IQA�s suspicious industry-based origins and its true
deregulatory purposes constitute Exhibit 1 in the case for
repeal.

A Solution in Search of a Problem

At the time of  its enactment, there was not, by any
stretch, a consensus that the IQA was necessary.  There was
no evidence that existing mechanisms for the correction of
information were inadequate, nor was there any extensive
evidence that agency information was flawed and in need of
correction.  In addition, the lack of  any debate, hearings, or
discussion regarding the legislation make it impossible to
suggest that members of  Congress had reached any type of
consensus that the legislation was necessary.  The use of  the
best available data and analysis by the federal government is
crucial, especially when the government is disseminating
information to the public.  However, a statute that purports
to achieve such a goal when there is no proven need and
where existing mechanisms are in place to ensure reliable
information is, at best, redundant and, at worst, another tool
to limit public access to critical information and to stymie
efforts to protect health, safety, and the environment.

Opponents of  the IQA have long argued that federal
agencies have ample existing mechanisms in place to ensure
the quality of  information they disseminate and to provide
the public with a vehicle for seeking the correction of
information that is in error.  Indeed, the OMB guidelines
acknowledge that �in accordance with OMB Circular A-130,
agencies already have in place well-established information

quality standards and administrative mechanisms that allow
persons to seek and obtain correction of  information that is
maintained and disseminated by the agency.�57  The
Guidelines state further that �agencies may rely on their
implementation of  the Federal Government�s computer
security laws . . .  to establish appropriate security safeguards
for ensuring the �integrity� of  the information that the
agencies disseminate.�58

In its own IQA Guidelines, EPA described the extensive
pre-existing procedures it had in place to ensure information
quality.  EPA�s eight-step Agency-wide Quality System �helps
ensure that EPA organizations maximize the quality of
environmental information, including information
disseminated by the Agency.�59  This system extends to EPA
contractors and other government agencies receiving
assistance from EPA through interagency agreements.60

Furthermore, to ensure that their scientific assessments are
competent, EPA and other agencies already had mechanisms
in place for both internal and external peer review.61    For
example, science advisory boards are commissioned under
the Clean Air Act to conduct reviews of the science
underlying clean air standards and under the Federal
Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act to review the
science behind pesticide registrations, and as CPR Scholar
Wendy Wagner (a professor at the University of  Texas School
of  Law) explains, this involvement by scientific advisers
�generally reinforces the agencies� scientific competency.�62

EPA also has an established mechanism for error correction.
Through this mechanism, called the Integrated Error
Correction Process, members of  the public can notify EPA
of  potential errors in data disseminated by the agency,
including data on EPA�s website.63  This process appears to
be working well, and has received few reported errors in
agency information.64

Other federal agencies also had pre-existing mechanisms
to ensure the accuracy of  information they disseminate.  For
example, officials from the Department of  Health and
Human Services (HHS) and the Federal Aviation
Administration discussed their respective agencies� existing,
extensive data quality mechanisms at a National Academy
of  Sciences workshop on Data Quality held in April, 2002,65

and HHS IQA guidelines describe the agency�s pre-existing
peer review processes, adherence to existing quality control
procedures and standards, and reviews by agency experts as
vehicles for ensuring the quality and accuracy of  the
information the agency disseminates.66

In addition to the fact that there  existing mechanisms
in place for the correction of  information, there is very little
evidence that poor-quality science has been used to support
regulation.67  According to Professor Wagner, �despite the
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thousands of public health and safety regulations
promulgated annually, there are surprisingly few examples
of  EPA using unreliable science or using science
inappropriately to support a final regulation.�68  Studies
commissioned by the EPA over the last decade including
Strengthening Science at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
have identified very few problems
with the quality of  agency
science.69  These conclusions also
extend to the use of science at
other agencies including the
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) and the
Food and Drug Administration
(FDA).70  In addition, in proposing
to mandate that federal agencies
conduct extensive peer review of
information they disseminate
under the auspices of  the IQA in
the fall of 2003, OMB failed to
articulate examples of  current
regulations that are flawed because
they did not undergo peer review.71

Indeed, Wagner�s analysis reveals
that any ��bad science� problem� that does exist involves
information produced by regulated industry and not by the
agencies themselves.72  Moreover, even the critics of  agency
science tend to argue not with the science itself but with the
protective and precautionary use of  science within the
existing statutory framework.73

As noted previously, there was no legislative debate,
hearing, or discussion regarding the IQA and there is little
evidence that anyone in Congress other than its sponsors
even knew of  the Act�s existence.74  Thus, there was absolutely
no legislative consensus that this statute was necessary.
Moreover, the fact that the legislation was contained in an
appropriations rider sandwiched between two unrelated
provisions is further evidence that it was not a piece of
legislation that had the support of  Congress.

Finally, agency decision-making with respect to
rulemaking has since 1946 been governed by procedures set
in place by the Administrative Procedure Act (APA).  Under
the APA, agencies are required to provide the basis for
proposed rules, including any scientific basis, to provide
notice and an opportunity for comment, and to respond to
those comments when a final rule is adopted.  The
involvement of  the courts in reviewing rulemakings and
ensuring that the public has an opportunity to comment adds
an additional layer of  oversight of  agency dissemination of
information.75  As CPR Scholar Sidney Shapiro (a professor

at Wake Forest University School of  Law) explains, with these
protections in place for regulatory information used in the
rulemaking process, the IQA is redundant.76

Thus, before any guidelines were issued or the first
challenge under the new law had been filed with a federal
agency, there was little reason to think the statute was needed.

The lack of  proven need for the
statute given existing mechanisms
for ensuring data quality, the
evidence that agency science is of
generally good quality, and the lack
of  Congressional consensus in
support of  the Act combine to
form Exhibit 2 in the case for
repeal of  the IQA.  The law�s
industry-based, anti-regulatory
origins and vague language
coupled with the lack of  proven
need for the Act gave
environmental and public health
advocates every reason to think
that the IQA would be used to
stifle essential protections, and
they braced themselves for the

perils implementation might bring.

OMB�s Grand Implementation Scheme

In the two years since IQA petitions began to stream
into federal agencies, industry and trade organizations have
expansively interpreted the rider, arguing that it provides an
open-ended remedy to them for government information
that they believe to be of  insufficient quality.  Indeed, industry
groups have used the new procedures in a strategic manner
to slow, or even stop, the release of  information that is
embarrassing or politically inconvenient to them. The vague
nature of  the legislation and OMB�s efforts to fill that void
with its guidelines invite such challenges.  As a result, the
Act has become a vehicle for industry and their allies to
circumvent the mandates set forth in our substantive
environmental, health, and safety laws and to challenge basic
assumptions about protection and precaution that are
established in those statutes.  Rather than seeking the
correction of  factual information, the majority of  petitioners
are seeking to challenge policy decisions and judgments.

The law has forced agencies to devote considerable time,
effort, and resources to responding to these petitions. The
only way an agency can avoid these burdens is to decline to
make public information about the environmental and health
and safety risks, and agency responses to some petitions
indicate that the law has made agencies much more cautious

There was no legislative debate,
hearing, or discussion regarding the
IQA and there is little evidence that
anyone in Congress other than its
sponsors even knew of the Act�s

existence.  Thus, there was
absolutely no legislative consensus

that this statute was necessary.
Moreover, the fact that the

legislation was contained in an
appropriations rider sandwiched

between two unrelated provisions is
further evidence that it was not a

piece of legislation that had
the support of Congress.
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transparency to ensure that qualified third parties can
reproduce it.80  In addition, OMB established more onerous
and detailed requirements for analyses of risks to human
health, safety and the environment maintained or
disseminated by agencies.81  With respect to this category of
risk information, the OMB guidelines require that agencies
�adopt or adapt the quality principles applied by Congress
to risk information used and disseminated pursuant to the

Safe Drinking Water Act
Amendments of  1996.�82

Nowhere does the IQA suggest or
require that such separate
categories of  information be
established, or that such categories
be subjected to more rigorous data
quality requirements.
Nevertheless, this requirement for
risk information had been on John
Graham�s agenda since the
beginning of  his tenure with the
Bush Administration, and the IQA

became the vehicle that Graham could eventually use to
impose such a requirement.  In a September 20, 2001
Memorandum from Graham to the President�s Management
Council, Graham recommended �that each agency consider
adopting or adapting [SDWA] standards for judging the
quality of  scientific information about risk it uses and
disseminates.�83 Graham ultimately used the IQA guidelines
as the vehicle for making this recommendation mandatory
despite the lack of  Congressional authority for such a
requirement in the IQA itself.

The SDWA standards that OMB seeks to impose more
broadly on all agencies� risk information under any statutory
framework apply specifically to national drinking water
regulations for public water systems. In particular, the
standards establish the minimum quality of  scientific data on
which EPA can rely in setting maximum contaminant level
goals and maximum contaminant levels by requiring that �in
carrying out this section, and, to the degree that an Agency
action is based on science,� EPA �use the best available, peer-
reviewed science and supporting studies conducted in
accordance with sound and objective scientific practices� and
�use data collected by accepted methods or best available
methods . . . .�84  In addition, the SDWA standards indicate
how EPA is to describe that data to the public by requiring
that EPA provide specific information including information
about populations addressed in risk estimates, significant
uncertainties identified in the studies, and identification of
studies relevant to estimates of  public health effects.85  While
the SDWA is narrowly drafted to cover �science and
supporting studies� that EPA relies upon when an �action is

about claiming responsibility for the dissemination of  certain
information.

The vague wording and lack of  definitions in the IQA
invited OMB to interpret the Act to serve its own
deregulatory agenda.  Prior to joining the Bush
Administration, OIRA Administrator Dr. John Graham
founded and led the Harvard Center for Risk Analysis,77 an
industry-funded think tank that continues to produce much
of  the anti-regulatory data and
analysis upon which the Bush
Administration relies.

The guidelines issued by
OMB under the IQA in February
2002 are much broader than the
language of  the statute allows.
Even more disturbing, the
guidelines create mandates on
federal agencies that are found
nowhere in the language of  the
Act, nor could they be found in
the non-existent legislative history for the Act.  Moreover,
OMB has used the IQA as the basis for mandating
government-wide peer review procedures, despite the fact
that the IQA makes no mention of  peer review.  Indeed,
Congress has explicitly rejected attempts to pass legislation
mandating government-wide peer review.  The OMB
guidelines and its rogue peer review proposal are Exhibit 3
in support of  the case for repeal of  the Act.

Broad Definitions

The OMB guidelines set out to define many of  the terms
that are used, but not defined, in the Act itself.  The
Guidelines define �information� in a way that includes almost
anything disseminated by the agency except for �someone�s
opinion[s],� thus taking a broad interpretation that extends
well beyond data and facts.78  As will be evidenced by a review
of  some of  the petitions filed to date, petitioners have taken
full advantage of  this broad definition to take issue with
government management decisions and standards, risk
assessments, and assumptions in models predicting harmful
effects.

Borrowing Restrictive Language

In its guidelines, OMB established additional data quality
requirements for information determined by the agency to
be �influential,� meaning that the information �will have or
does have a clear and substantial impact on important public
policies or important private sector decisions.�79  With respect
to this �influential� category of  information, the guidelines
require that the information be presented with sufficient

The guidelines issued by OMB
under the IQA in February 2002

are much broader than the
language of the statute allows.  Even

more disturbing, the guidelines
create mandates on federal agencies

that are found nowhere in the
language of the Act, nor could they

be found in the non-existent
legislative history for the Act.
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based on science,� the IQA is addressed to �information
(including statistical information) disseminated by Federal
agencies.�  The term �information� encompasses more than
�science and supporting studies,� and the practices and
methods that govern the accuracy and reliability of  scientific
information may or may not be equivalent to the practices
and methods that ensure accurate and reliable information
that is not strictly scientific in nature.   As the Natural
Resources Defense Council (NRDC) has explained, �[b]y
refusing to acknowledge the uncertainties that make risk
assessment more of  an art than a science, OMB uses the
Information Quality Act to advance its agenda of  pushing
agencies to perform quantitative risk assessment, not mere
qualitative analysis, creating the unfortunate illusion that
decision-makers can make judgments on how to apply the
precautionary principle and other statutory mandates on the
basis of  precise, �factual,� numerically-based data.�86  Forcing
such a requirement on agencies for all risk information they
disseminate would �effectively repeal[] crucial provisions of
the Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act, and other EPA
authorizing statutes, which deal with scientific uncertainty in
a very different manner.�87  Specifically, because of  the large
gaps in data on the quantity, chemical characteristics, and
toxicology of  even the most common pollutants, Congress
passed statutes ensuring that both qualitative and quantitative
information be used to inform the regulatory process.88

There is absolutely no indication from the text of  the
SDWA or its legislative history that Congress �adopted a basic
standard of  quality for the use of  science in agency
decisionmaking� when it enacted the SDWA, as OMB
claims.89  To the contrary, Congress indicated the nature of
the evidence on which an agency can rely in its own
substantive mandates, and these mandates are different, and
less prescriptive, than the one Congress used under the
SDWA.   The Occupational Safety and Health Act, for
example, only requires the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) to use the �best available� scientific
evidence in promulgating workplace standards for toxic
materials or harmful physical agents.90    Similarly, the Clean
Air Act does not stipulate any specific scientific methodology
for estimating risks, but instead simply requires EPA to use
the �latest scientific knowledge,� as reflected in air quality
criteria documents, in setting the National Ambient Air
Quality Standards.91    In fact, in Whitman v. American Trucking
Assns., industry parties asked the Supreme Court to announce
that the Clean Air Act requires a quantitative risk assessment
when EPA sets National Ambient Air Quality Standards under
the Act.  The Court declined to impose such a requirement.92

Likewise, science-based decisions under the Clean Water Act,
the Toxic Substances Control Act, and the Endangered
Species Act do not embody the highly prescriptive risk

assessment principles announced in the Safe Drinking Water
Act Amendments.93  Even in the absence of  an explicitly less
prescriptive mandate in the statute they administer, agencies
are not bound by the prescription for the quality of  scientific
data set forth in the SDWA, one subject-specific statute.

While most agencies including those that conduct the
majority of  risk assessments including the EPA, Department
of  Health and Human Services, OSHA, FDA, and Centers
for Disease Control, have determined to �adapt� these
SDWA principles rather than to �adopt� them in their entirety,
OMB�s decision to include these provisions goes beyond any
colorable interpretation of  the mandate set forth in the IQA
and demonstrates its interest in attempting to raise the burden
of  proof  for agencies beyond that set forth in their
substantive mandates. Indeed, several agencies have
acknowledged that the SDWA standards may not apply in
the context of  certain information they disseminate, and
these agencies have attempted to adapt their guidelines
accordingly. For example, the guidelines of  the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention and Agency for Toxic
Substances and Disease Registry state that �[m]any of  our
actions are based on scientific experts� judgments using
available data, are essentially qualitative and do not lend
themselves to the types of  quantitative risk assessments
contemplated by the SDWA principles. As a result, we have
adapted the general principles for risk assessments from the
SDWA to fit these situations.�94  Similar language is found in
the Food and Drug Administration�s guidelines.95  EPA�s
Guidelines make clear that the agency�s adaptation of  SDWA
principles must be �consistent with Agency statutes and existing
legislative regulations.�96

In incorporating the provisions of  the SDWA into the
IQA guidelines, OMB is subtly attempting to force onto
regulatory agencies a narrow view of  regulation that Congress
has written into one, arguably unique, statute. This
requirement could lead to substantial harm to public health
and the environment if  it causes agencies to ignore the less
prescriptive and more protective requirements of  our
environmental, health, and safety laws.

Predictably, industry is actively enlisting in OMB�s drive
to force agencies into adopting the risk principles set forth
in the outlier SDWA.  Willfully ignoring the fact that: 1.)
OMB�s guidelines direct agencies to �adopt or adapt� the
SDWA principles; and 2.) EPA adapted, rather than adopted,
the principles, industry advocates demand application of
SDWA standards in their Requests for Correction.  For
example, a recent petition filed by the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce seeking the correction of  allegedly erroneous
physical and chemical property information in EPA databases
stated that �[t]he Guidelines require that influential
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information concerning an analysis of  risks to human health,
safety, or the environment must meet the standard for risk
assessments adopted by Congress in the Safe Drinking Water
Act Amendments of  1996 (SDWA) that has been adopted
governmentwide by OMB and adopted by EPA.�97  While
the statement is clearly erroneous, it demonstrates the
pressures placed on EPA by industry to comply with such
standards and the danger that agencies will begin to apply
such standards in place of  the more protective principles set
forth in the substantive mandates governing the application
of  the particular information in question.

Other Requests for Correction have also chosen to
blatantly disregard the clear language of  OMB�s and EPA�s
Information Quality Guidelines.  A petition filed by nickel
producers challenging the National Institutes of  Health,
National Toxicology Program�s 10th Report on Carcinogens
listings of  Nickel Compounds and Metallic Nickels made
similar arguments that the listing fails to comply with the
principles established in the SDWA, and should thus be
corrected or withdrawn.98  Another petition, filed by law firm
representing a company made up of  numerous petroleum
and chemical companies opposed to the addition of  a PCB-
contaminated lake in Louisiana to the Superfund National
Priorities List, demanded that EPA retract the proposed
listing of  the lake on the ground that EPA had not
demonstrated that the analyses underlying its action comply
with the SDWA principles.99  These examples are a clear
indication that petitioners will continue to force this
interpretation upon federal agencies despite its lack of
applicability outside of  the context of  the SDWA.

Peer Review

The OMB Guidelines also provide a rebuttable
presumption that information that has been subjected to
formal, independent, external peer review will �generally be
presumed to be of  acceptable objectivity.�100  Using its IQA
Guidelines, OMB issued in September 2003 a set of
prescriptive procedures for the conduct of  peer review by
federal agencies that would require an additional layer of
review for a broad range of  scientific information and
assessments.  The proposal was revised in April 2004 in
response to criticism by environmental and public health
advocates as well as scientific organizations.  The Final
Information Quality Bulletin for Peer Review, issued in December
2004, remains a concern because of  its breadth and potential
to delay the regulatory process.101  The IQA says nothing
about peer review, and efforts to impose such broad
requirements across federal agencies have repeatedly failed
in Congress throughout the last decade.  Nonetheless,
through its IQA Guidelines and associated bulletins, OMB
has created this additional and potentially onerous burden

for broad categories of  scientific information disseminated
by federal agencies.  While peer review of  scientific and
technical information supporting regulation is a part of  our
regulatory process in certain circumstances, including for
example, EPA�s Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee
which reviews EPA�s National Ambient Air Quality Standards
under the Clean Air Act, OMB�s broad mandate would seek
to impose these processes in a manner that could result in
delays for efforts to protect health and the environment.

Several petitions have already sought to invoke the peer
review guidelines recently proposed by OMB.  CRE�s recent
petition challenging the proposed listing of  diisononyl
phthalate, a chemical used in plastics, on the Toxics Release
Inventory (TRI) invokes the peer review guidelines and
requests external peer review of  the technical review
underlying the proposal.102  In response, EPA indicated that
as part of  an ongoing revision of  the hazard assessment
process (initiated before receipt of the petition), it had
conducted an internal peer review and planned to subject the
revised hazard risk assessment for the chemical to external
peer review in accordance with its peer review policy and the
Information Quality Guidelines.103    Similarly, a recent petition
filed by a law firm representing the National Paint and
Coatings Association and Sherwin-Williams challenging
information underlying a Model Rule for Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOCs) in industrial coatings was accompanied
by a separate request that the Model Rule be subjected to the
specific peer review process prescribed in OMB�s recent
bulletin.104

These recent requests indicate that the peer review
procedures in OMB�s Bulletin will be invoked by industry to
seek further delays in regulatory actions that affect them.
While peer review may enhance agency evaluations in some
cases, it is neither necessary nor appropriate in every case
and should be restricted to those instances where it is already
mandated as part of  the regulatory process.

IQA Case Studies: Recipes for Delay

With OMB�s Guidelines in hand, industry, trade
organizations, and their allies (including Jim Tozzi, the self-
described drafter of  the Act) began to chart their strategy for
filing petitions under the Act.  A review of the petitions filed
in the first two years reveals several disturbing trends.  Not
only has the Act been used by well-funded industry interests
and their allies in an attempt to slow or halt the process of
information dissemination by federal agencies in support of
health, environmental, and consumer protections, as
evidenced by the number of  positions seeking complete
withdrawal of  information, but it has also been used to: 1.)
challenge agency policy decisions and judgments rather than
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the technical merit of  information; 2.) circumvent essential
protections set forth in our existing environmental, health,
and safety laws; 3.) challenge the treatment of  uncertainty;
4.) seek underlying data and analysis rather than the correction
of  information thereby causing delay by forcing agencies to
respond multiple times to industry demands; and 5.) evade
court processes for the
introduction of evidence in
litigation over environmental and
health risks.  These trends
comprise Exhibit 4 in the case for
repeal of  the IQA.

The IQA has been used
largely by industry groups and has
resulted in delays in decision-
making and consumption of
agency resources that are needed
to achieve substantive mandates.
OMB�s annual report on the first
year of  IQA implementation points to the fact that the IQA
has not only been used by industry and their advocates, but
also by private citizens and public interest organizations.
However, while it is technically accurate that environmental
groups such as the Sierra Club, Public Employees for
Environmental Responsibility (PEER), and the
Environmental Working Group have filed IQA petitions,
industry, trade organizations, and conservative groups have
filed the large majority of  the petitions.  For example, a July
2004 report by OMBWatch, The Reality of  Information Quality
Act�s First Year : A Correction of  OMB�s Report to Congress,
concluded that 72 percent of  all requests for correction were
filed by industry, and a majority of  those requests challenged
information relating to safety and the environment and were
far more substantive and required much longer response
times than petitions filed by individuals.105  It is clear from a
review of  the petitions that those that are most vested in the
outcome of  the decisions associated with the challenged
information, and those with the most resources to either file
lengthy and complex challenges themselves or to engage
sophisticated law firms to file their challenges, have been the
ones to use the IQA most often.  Public interest groups
have largely been opposed to using the statute, even when
its use may have been warranted, because of  its potential to
delay and impede the regulatory process.

The Act�s ability to stall decision-making and consume
resources is clear from a look at the first two years of
implementation.  While OMB states in its first Report to
Congress on the IQA that the number of  �substantive
correction requests that were responded to was relatively
small,�106 a look at the numbers reveals a different picture.

OMB reported that the agencies had only received 35
correction requests �that appear to be stimulated by the
Information Quality Act.�107  However, a recent analysis by
OMBWatch revealed that there were actually 98 IQA petitions
filed in fiscal year 2003,108 and at least thirteen petitions have
been filed with EPA alone between October 2003 and

December 2004.109  In addition, as
OMBWatch has determined, there
have been at least 16 requests for
reconsideration filed by
petitioners, in which petitioners
often cite to new evidence and new
issues not previously presented to
the agency.110   This number of
requests might appear manageable
if  it were divided evenly among the
agencies and if  the requests merely
involved the correction of
information on an agency website.

However, the bulk of  these petitions have been aimed at a
few agencies with regulatory powers, such as EPA, DHHS,
and DOI.  Furthermore, a majority of  these requests are
lengthy, substantive complaints about scientific judgments
and policy that take the agency months to answer, as
demonstrated below.

The IQA itself  says nothing about the timing of  agency
responses to requests for correction.  The Act leaves it to
the agencies to establish administrative mechanisms for
seeking correction of  information. The OMB Guidelines
similarly do not establish timeframes for review of  correction
requests.  Rather, the Guidelines suggest that the agency �shall
respond to complaints in a manner appropriate to the nature
and extent of  the complaint.�111  The EPA Guidelines state
that it is EPA�s �goal to respond to requests within 90 days
of  receipt� by either providing a response, or by notifying
the petitioner that more time will be required.112  In practice,
a review of  the correction requests reveals that initial
responses to requests have taken anywhere from 1 ½ to 8 ½
months to complete.113 The request that took the shortest
time to answer, a request from an employee of  the Ohio
EPA, involved formatting problems with the electronic
versions of  two EPA documents.  At the other end of  the
spectrum, it has taken EPA over 8 months to answer some
requests, not including the appeal phase.114 While some of
these time-consuming requests have been answered with
decisions not to correct or change information, as for
example, where EPA denied a request for correction claiming
that EPA was inaccurate in characterizing bromate as a likely
human carcinogen,115 the petition took nearly nine months
to answer, confirming that the process is consuming
significant agency time and resources.  That petitioner then
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filed a Request for Reconsideration, which remains
unanswered more than three months later.116  A request from
the Perchlorate Study Group filed on December 22, 2003
was not answered until September 15, 2004, nearly nine
months after the petition was filed.117

Moreover, in addition to requiring federal agencies to
develop administrative mechanisms to allow �affected
persons� to petition agencies for the correction of
information, the Guidelines require agencies to establish an
administrative appeals process.118 While the IQA requires
OMB to establish guidelines requiring agencies to establish
correction mechanisms, the statute says nothing about an
appeals process.  This additional layer of  process provides
an added mechanism for delay.  EPA�s stated goal is to respond
to requests for reconsideration of  adverse decisions on the
request for correction within 90 days of  receipt.119  There
have been at least five requests for reconsideration submitted
to EPA.  Two of  these petitions took well over a year to
resolve, while one took over seven months, and the other
two remain to be answered.120  The appeals process, not
authorized by the IQA but invented by OMB, places an added
drain on agency resources beyond that necessary to respond
to the initial petitions.

While OMB recommends in its first report that
timeliness of  agency responses be improved, it is hard to see
how that can happen given the nature of  the requests.
Moreover, this recommendation is at odds with OMB�s
recommendation that the agencies consult with them at an
earlier stage (which OMB suggests will streamline the
process), as well as OMB�s suggestion that petitions should
be directed at the inadequate treatment of  uncertainty, a
suggestion that screams for delay and commandeering of
resources that could better be devoted to programs to protect
the health and safety. While OMB suggests that the IQA has
not affected the pace or length of  rulemakings (without
referencing any data to support this conclusion),121 OMB
acknowledges that it is taking agencies longer than expected
to respond to requests and appeals, taking longer to find the
correct personnel to handle the request, and is difficult to
ensure that personnel have sufficient time to give �priority�
to the request.122   OMB further recommends in its Report
that agency scientific and technical staff  be increasingly
engaged in the IQA process.123  This increased involvement
with responding to IQA petitions will undoubtedly come at
the expense of  agency scientific and technical involvement
in other necessary projects.  For example, despite the fact
that we lack basic data about toxic pollutants in the air and
chemicals in commerce,124 limited agency resources will be
devoted to responding to data quality petitions that challenge
particular pieces of  information that certain stakeholders do

not like, rather than devoting those resources to filling the
enormous data gaps that currently plague our regulatory
system.

Adding to the delay is the fact that many of  the petitions
challenge documents that were drafted years before the IQA
was passed.  A petition filed by asbestos industry lawyers
challenges a guidance document for brake workers that was
issued in 1986, and a petition by logging interests sought
withdrawal of  management documents for the northern
goshawk that are nearly 13 years old, and have been the basis
for numerous management decisions since the documents
were issued.  As similar attempts continue, agency resources
will continue to be drained.  In addition, there are no sanctions
or costs for the filing of  meritless complaints, nor is there
any limit to the number or size of  the petitions. Therefore,
the costs of  processing and the time necessary to respond
to frivolous requests or those that are outside of  the scope
of  the Act will be borne by the agency.

In terms of  agency resources, there is very little
information available to help the public determine how many
agency resources are consumed responding to IQA requests.
As OMBWatch pointed out in its report, the agencies� annual
reports to OMB, which follow a template developed by OMB,
fail to include information on staff  or other agency
resources.125  Direct requests to obtain such information from
EPA failed to illicit any further information.  In July, 2004, a
member of  EPA�s Office of  Environmental Information�s
Quality Staff  responded to a request for resource information
by explaining that �[a]t this time, I am not able to provide
you with a report on the financial resources or personnel-
hours dedicated to responding to the public�s request and
overall management of  the EPA�s Information Quality
Guidelines (IQG) program.�126  As further discussed in the
IQA Costs and Benefits section of  this report, the fact that the
costs associated with implementing the IQA are unknown
means that the IQA�s opportunity cost is also unknown �
that is the extent to which other agency programs and
initiatives are languishing while resources are diverted to
respond to IQA petitions.

Official Censorship

Numerous IQA petitions have called for the exclusion or
withdrawal of  studies or information entirely, rather than the
correction of  information.  The use of  the Act in this manner
is contrary to the plain language of  the IQA, which provides
a process to seek correction of  information, not for exclusion
or withdrawal of  information that petitioners do not like.

Moreover, petitions have sought complete withdrawal of
information that is essential and critical to informing
consumers and workers about risks to which they may be
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exposed.    For example, a petition filed by a law firm
representing the asbestos industry sought the withdrawal of
an EPA document known as the �Gold Book,� which warns
auto mechanics of  the risks associated with exposure to
asbestos in brake material.127  In its response to the asbestos
petition, EPA indicated that it �is embarking on an overall
effort to update and revise, as appropriate, various
information materials associated with the Agency�s Asbestos
program,� including the Gold
Book.128  EPA further stated that,
in the meantime, both the hard and
electronic copies of the Gold
Book would indicate that the
information it contains is in the
process of being updated.129

Another example of  industry�s
attempted use of  the IQA to
muffle information critical to
consumer safety is seen in the
petition submitted to the
Consumer Products Safety
Commission (CPSC) by the Association of  Home Appliance
Manufacturers, which sought retraction of  CPSC�s Final
Report on Electric Clothes Dryers and Lint Ignition
Characteristics.130  The information the petition sought to
withdraw could be used to prevent dryer fires and improve
products and product standards.  The CPSC denied the
petition, concluding that the information in the report
adhered to IQA Guidelines.

The National Legal and Policy Center asked the National
Institute on Aging (NIA) to remove language in one of  NIA�s
Age Pages (documents aimed at a middle school reading level)131

that stated that smokeless tobacco products are not safer than
cigarettes.132  The nine-page letter asked NIA not only to
omit any references to the lack of  safety of  smokeless tobacco
products, but also to include a paragraph entitled, �Smokeless
Tobacco is Significantly Less Hazardous than Smoking,� to
be followed by text that would state:

The use of  smokeless tobacco available in the United
States today involves significantly less risk of  adverse health
effects than cigarette smoking.  Those who do not or
cannot quit smoking, and for whom nicotine replace-
ment therapy is not a satisfactory solution, should
consider switching completely from smoking ciga-
rettes to using smokeless tobacco as a harm reduction
alternative.133

Though NIA�s response fell far short of  granting the
enthusiastic endorsement of  smokeless tobacco sought by
the petition, the phrase �not safer� in the offending paragraph

heading was replaced with �not safe,� thereby removing the
direct comment on the relative risk inherent in using
smokeless tobacco products as compared to smoking.
However, the paragraph following the heading explains that
while some people think smokeless tobacco products are safe,
�they are not,� and proceeds to detail the myriad of  health
risks (including cancer) associated with use of  smokeless
tobacco products.134

In addition to seeking the
withdrawal of  information that is
critical to public health and safety,
petitions have been filed seeking
the withdrawal of  information that
could support regulatory action to
protect the environment.  For
example, the Competitive
Enterprise Institute (CEI), an
industry think tank �that has
received more than $1 million in
donations since 1998 from . . .
Exxon,�135 filed petitions with

EPA, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), and the Office of  Science and Technology Policy
(OSTP)challenging climate change models used in the National
Assessment on Climate Change and seeking  withdrawal or
exclusion of  the models.136  CEI filed the challenges
notwithstanding the fact that the final report had been the
subject of  hundreds of  public comments, and, significantly,
had also been subjected to exhaustive peer review. 137

Specifically, 300 scientific and technical experts provided
detailed comments on drafts of  the report.138  The agencies
denied the requests on the ground that an advisory committee
chartered under the Federal Advisory Committee Act
produced the information,139 and, in the case of  EPA, on the
basis that the information was not disseminated by that
agency, but rather by the Department of  State.140

Following the denials, CEI filed suit against OSTP in the
United States District Court for the District of  Columbia.141

The parties eventually settled the suit, with the OSTP agreeing
to post language on the web explaining that the document
was produced by a FACA advisory committee and was �not
subjected to OSTP�s Information Quality Guidelines.�142

While the Climate Action Report 2002, a document containing
information from the National Assessment, remains on the
web, EPA in its response to CRE�s request for correction
explained its position that the Climate Action Report 2002 is
a State Department report �to assure that the web site does
not suggest that the document supports or represents EPA�s
viewpoint or that EPA endorses or agrees with it . . . .�143

This overly cautious language signals EPA�s concern about
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dissemination of  information that has been challenged, and
provides support for the argument that the IQA may chill
agency disseminations.  EPA explained its intent to include
similar language in response to a petition seeking correction
of  minutes from an EPA Science Advisory Board (SAB).
While denying the petition because the information was not
considered an agency dissemination, the agency indicated its
intent to add explanatory notices to the SAB website to ensure
that SAB documents or meeting minutes were not attributed
to EPA.144

In other petitions, the Center for Regulatory Effectiveness
(CRE) sought withdrawal of  a technical review document
used to support a proposal to add diisononyl phthalate, a
chemical used in plastics, to the Toxics Release Inventory
(TRI), because it allegedly did not comport with statutory
requirements for listing, and relied on lab studies on rats and
mice to extrapolate to effects in humans.145  EPA responded
by explaining that the agency was already conducting a review
of  the risk assessment and would consider CRE�s request as
part of  those comments.146  CRE also requested that EPA
ignore comments filed by the Natural Resources Defense
Council on the risks associated with dioxin and threatened
an IQA petition.147  In addition, a petition filed by the Chemical
Products Corporation, a barium-producing corporation,
requested that EPA replace the existing Integrated Risk
Information System (IRIS) profile for barium with a profile
compiled by scientists funded by the corporation itself.148

These attempts to exclude information from
consideration by agencies could directly conflict with an
agency�s mandate, as for example when the Food Quality
Protection Act requires an agency to consider all �available
information� when determining whether to pass a protective
standard.149  Moreover, these attempts to seek withdrawal or
exclusion of  individual pieces of  information directly conflict
with the long-used and universally-employed weight of  the
evidence approach to evaluating environmental problems that
is consistent with the statutory mandates set by Congress
for the regulation of  air, water, waste, pesticides, and
chemicals.  EPA�s Information Quality guidelines explain that
�[c]onsistent with EPA�s current practices, application of
these principles involves a �weight-of-evidence� approach that
considers all relevant information and its quality, consistent
with the level of  effort and complexity of  detail appropriate
to a particular risk assessment.�150

The weight of  the evidence approach necessarily
acknowledges that some studies may be more reliable than
others, but considers the totality of  the information in making
judgments rather than eliminating certain studies or pieces
of  information entirely to the point that there is nothing left
upon which to make a decision.151   By using the IQA to

break apart this information into small parts rather than
allowing it to be analyzed collectively, the fundamental
approach to determining risks to the environment is
undermined.  Frequent users of  the IQA such as Jim Tozzi
have acknowledged that they plan to use the IQA to challenge
decisions, risk assessments, and other information by picking
apart particular studies to find flaws.  According to Tozzi,
�[t]he Center believes that the thrust of  the IQA was aimed
at a win at the agency strategy, to pick out bullet point pieces
of  information, and go to the agency to deal with those
particular matters of  concern.�152  A petition filed on June 2,
2004 by a law firm representing the National Paint and
Coatings Association (NPCA) takes exactly this approach.
The NPCA filed a petition arguing that a because a single
document (a Spreadsheet that projects reductions in volatile
organic compounds (VOCs)) in the voluminous records
assembled by states that have adopted a Model Rule allegedly
violates the IQA, EPA must reject any state implementation
plan (SIP) under the Clean Air Act that incorporates such a
rule.153  This is yet another example of  the lengths to which
industry will take the IQA to challenge substantive agency
decisions by seeking the withdrawal or exclusion of  individual
pieces of  information used to support regulatory action.

�Correcting� Policy, Not Information

Many of  the IQA petitions filed challenge agency policy
decisions and precautionary policies rather than technical or
scientific information.154  This is despite the fact that the Act
only applies to �information.�  OMB�s broad Guidelines have
invited these challenges by broadly defining �information�
to include almost anything disseminated by the agency,155 and
OMB confirmed this broad interpretation in its first report
to Congress on the Act, stating that �the Information Quality
Act has been used to address complex issues and analyses
that go beyond correcting errors entered into a
spreadsheet.�156  This broad interpretation of  the Act has
become a harsh reality as the petitions discussed below
indicate, despite the fact that some proponents of  the IQA
have acknowledged that even the support that did exist for a
corrective mechanism for agency information prior to passage
of  the Act extended only to factual errors, and not to the
correction of  the quality of  information and the policy
judgments that underlie it.157

A petition filed by Tozzi�s Center for Regulatory
Effectiveness (CRE) and the makers of  the most widely used
herbicide in the United States, atrazine, sought to exclude
studies on the hormonal effects of  the herbicide from EPA�s
decision regarding its reregistration because those studies were
not subject to EPA-approved testing protocols.158  Rather
than challenging an error in technical information, this
argument endorsed a policy position that new, cutting edge
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information cannot be considered by an agency until the
underlying testing methods have been formally adopted by
the agency � a position found nowhere in FIFRA, the statute
providing for the registration of  pesticides and herbicides.159

EPA responded to the petition by making changes to
documents required under FIFRA pertaining to the
reregistration of  the herbicide.  While EPA has not entirely
rejected the possibility that atrazine could cause hormonal
effects in frogs, the agency has concluded in existing
documents that due to �existing data uncertainties, the
chemical should be subject to more definitive testing once
the appropriate testing protocols have been established.�160

EPA apparently intends to seek additional data to reduce these
uncertainties.  If  the agency delays needed action while this
is done, the petitioners will have succeeded in doing what
they sought out to do � to derail the regulatory process and
push the agency to establish protocols and obtain data that
the underlying statutory framework does not compel.  In
addition, if  agencies begin to become concerned about attacks
on new or cutting edge studies, they may decide to forgo the
use of  these studies altogether, thus shrinking the number
of  studies used to support regulation and eliminating research
that may be essential to the discovery of  additional
information on health and environmental effects.

This petition was not the end of  the use of  the IQA to
challenge policy judgments and decisions with respect to
atrazine.  On June 28, 2004, CRE, the Kansas Corn Growers
Association, the Missouri Corn Growers Association and two
other agricultural interests filed a joint IQA petition with the
National Toxicology Program of  the Department of  Health
and Human Services seeking withdrawal of  a notice that
announces the Program�s intent to review 21 substances
including atrazine for possible listing as a known or reasonably
anticipated human carcinogen in its annual Report on
Carcinogens.161  The petition also asks that the nominations
be withheld until the review procedures are clarified.  The
violation of  the IQA alleged in the petition is that the Notice
presents two conflicting procedures for review of  the
substances, one of  which would not allow a substance to be
dismissed from the list until the end of the process if it is
determined that there is insufficient information to support
the listing.  The petitioners� challenge to the purportedly
conflicting �procedures� is merely a cloak for their real
purpose � to delay the scientific inquiry into whether atrazine
can cause cancer while battles are fought over procedure,
and to challenge the listing proposal itself.  Despite the fact
that the Notice itself  provides an opportunity for comment,
providing the petitioners with an avenue to challenge the
proposed list, they are nonetheless using the IQA as a means
to challenge policy decisions and to delay further action with
respect to atrazine.

Other petitions have similarly challenged policy
judgments rather than technical information.  For example, a
barium producer�s challenge to EPA�s barium risk assessment
was based on its disagreement with EPA�s conservative
assumptions in the assessment.162  A petition filed with the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) by an employee of  the
U.S. Air Force challenged information underlying the FWS�
proposed rule to list slickspot peppergrass, a rare plant found
in Idaho, as an endangered species, arguing that there was a
lack of  scientific data to support a listing decision.163  Air
Force training operations in Idaho occur in areas where
slickspot peppergrass is located.   Despite the fact that the
public comment period for the notice had closed, FWS
reopened the comment period and extended the deadline for
its final listing determination, acknowledging that its decision
to reopen the process was based in part on the IQA petition
filed by the Air Force.164  In January, 2004, FWS filed a notice
in the Federal Register announcing its withdrawal of  the
proposed rule to list the plant on the endangered species list,
explaining that it had changed its previous decision about
the risks to the species as a result of additional analysis and
advancements in conservation efforts.165  However, the
withdrawal notice provides little documentation about what
evidence and analysis had changed since the initial decision
to list the species, suggesting that the Air Force objections in
its IQA request may have contributed to the change in
position.166

In addition, petitions filed by logging interests with the
U.S. Forest Service also challenged agency management
decisions rather than technical or scientific information.  In
the petitions, logging interests sought the complete withdrawal
of  several documents that made management
recommendations for the northern goshawk, a hawk listed
as a sensitive species, in forested areas.167  In particular, the
petitions challenged documents that have formed the basis
for restrictions on forest and rangeland activities in order to
protect goshawk habitat over the past decade.  In rejecting
the initial petitions as well as the petitioners� request for
reconsideration after a year of  �extensive scientific review,�168

the Forest Service determined that �the request was based
upon a directed policy outcome rather than identifying a clear
informational deficiency� and, as such, was an inappropriate
use of  the IQA.  The Forest Service also noted in its response
that �policy-makers must rely upon the whole of  scientific
and public input in a coordinated and concerted effort.�169

While the agency correctly denied the petition, it conducted
nearly a year of  extensive review to come to its decision, and
the process became an unnecessary burden on the agency
rather than an effort to correct erroneous information.
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Other petitions have been even more direct and explicit
in requesting that agencies amend policy and legal
determinations.  A petition filed by an individual who works
for a water treatment company requested that the �limitation
against bromate should be relaxed by two orders of
magnitude� and challenged references on EPA�s website that
refer to bromate as a likely human carcinogen.170  Rather than
seeking the correction of  information, the petition sought a
relaxation of  the bromate standard.  EPA ultimately denied
the petition, but it took the agency nine months to do so.
The agency is now considering the appeal of  that denial, a
process that will ultimately consume at least six months, by
EPA�s estimation.171  Similarly, one of  two petitions brought
by a private citizen affiliated with Friends of  the Massachusetts
Military Reservation requested that EPA adopt a uniform
standard for perchlorate, a chemical component of  rocket
fuel, citing differences in the advisory levels set by EPA
headquarters and a regional office.172  The petition was denied
because it failed to reference any information disseminated
by the agency.173  A petition by BMW Manufacturing
Corporation challenged EPA�s legal determination that the
company was in significant non-compliance with the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) after EPA had
conducted inspections at a BMW facility and had found
violations involving disposal of  hazardous wastes.174  Because
the company later came into compliance with RCRA, it sought
to have its historical record of  violations erased using the
IQA.  After its petition was denied, BMW sought
reconsideration of  its petition, and specifically set forth 17
�legal questions� for the appeals panel to review regarding
the company�s compliance status.175  The EPA appeals panel
agreed with the denial of  the original petition and concluded
that EPA�s decision on the compliance status of  a facility was
outside the scope of  the IQA.176  While the EPA reached the
appropriate result, the petition took one year and three
months and considerable time and resources on the part of
EPA to resolve.

Despite the fact that challenges to agency policy
positions, judgments, and legal determinations are entirely
outside of  the scope of  the IQA, OMB and industry
petitioners have expanded the reach of  the Act to challenge
such petitions in a way that consumes untold agency
resources, delays crucial action and circumvents existing
statutory processes for regulatory decisionmaking.

End Run around Health and Safety Laws

In the course of  challenging management and policy
decisions rather than seeking the correction of  information
errors, petitioners have sought to bypass existing statutory
procedures with respect to health, safety, and the
environment.

For example, the petitions filed with the U.S. Forest
Service, which challenged management decisions made to
benefit the Northern goshawk, sought to ignore the
established process for vetting management decisions
regarding the species under existing environmental laws.  The
documents challenged were part of  the ongoing
documentation required under the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA), which requires federal agencies to assess
the impacts of  their actions before moving forward with
those actions.  Because petitioners had ample opportunities
to participate in this existing process, the IQA petition process
unnecessarily increased the administrative burden on the
agency, resulting in added delay.177  In a similar petition,
aquaculture interests filed a challenge to data used by the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine
Fisheries Service in support of  a draft Biological Opinion
on atlantic salmon drafted pursuant to the Endangered
Species Act (ESA).178  The draft Biological Opinion sought
to impose conditions on permits for the installation and
maintenance of  fish pens in Maine.  The agencies denied the
petition, concluding that the Biological Opinion was
developed according to the processes set forth under the
Endangered Species Act and its implementing regulations,
and making clear that the IQA does not amend or repeal any
of  the agencies substantive mandates under the ESA.  Again,
while the agencies reached a conclusion that rejected any
attempts by petitioners to evade the ESA process, the added
delay resulting from the IQA petition added an unnecessary
burden on the agency.

Another petition filed by Tozzi�s CRE challenged the
technical review underlying EPA�s proposal to list diisononyl
phthalate, a chemical used in plastic, on the Toxics Release
Inventory (TRI).179  CRE argued in the petition that the
conclusions in the review are not consistent with the
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA), the statute governing the listing of  chemicals on
the TRI.  The petition made legal arguments in support of
its position that the challenged information was insufficient
to support a TRI listing.  In addition, the petition challenged
1994 EPA guidance interpreting the EPCRA provisions
because it allegedly did not sufficiently describe the dose/
response relationships, and suggested that a new rulemaking
be initiated.180  Similarly, other petitions have challenged
information underlying State Implementation Plans required
under the Clean Air Act, and the proposed listing of a
contaminated site on the Superfund National Priorities List.
Congress has even entered the mix by proposing in recent
�Clear Skies� legislation that the Clean Air Act be amended
to provide that a decision whether to establish standards for
sources of  sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and mercury be
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based on �information satisfying the criteria of  the
Information Quality Act.�181

Coping with Uncertainty

One of  the clearest indications of  OMB�s desire to
ensure that the IQA is used to further a deregulatory agenda
can be found in its report on the first year of  the IQA,
Information Quality, A Report to Congress, Fiscal Year 2003.  In
providing a general evaluation of
the first year of implementation,
OMB proffered that the IQA
should be used to challenge �the
inadequate treatment of
uncertainty,� and not merely errors
in information.  The Report states:

OMB has also learned that
improving the quality of  infor-
mation may involve multiple
judgments.  Often correction
requests hinge on the interpre-
tations of  science or analyses.
When dealing with uncertain scientific issues, it is
possible to draw several reasonable inferences de-
pending on the perspective of  the reviewer.  Thus,
more than one plausible answer or methodology may
exist.  We are learning that it is possible for neither
the agency nor the requestor to be incorrect.  Thus
far, the majority of  non-frivolous correction requests
have been denied, usually on the basis that a reason-
able scientist could interpret the available informa-
tion in the way that the agency had.  Such correction
requests might have been better focused if  they had
addressed the inadequate treatment of  uncertainty
rather than the accuracy of  the information.182

OMB�s statement is a clear indication of  its view that
petitioners should be concerned less with the quality of  data,
and more with the completeness of  the information that
exists to support protective actions, and many of  the petitions
have followed OMB�s lead in this regard.  As Professor
Shapiro explains, when an agency lacks definitive or complete
information, there is a policy choice that must be made
regarding what actions the agency should take, based on the
assumptions about precaution set forth in our environmental,
health, and safety laws.183  According to Shapiro, industry
seeks not to challenge the quality of  data, but rather the
policy choices made by agencies pursuant to their substantive
mandates, which require them to act before definitive proof
of  harm can be established.184  If  challenges filed on these
grounds are successful, industry will have a tool for
undermining the environmental and public health protections

that have been in place for over 30 years.  OMB�s statement
indicates that in the second Bush Administration, industry
will have an advocate in the White House to ensure that this
occurs.

Indeed, this is not the first time OMB has made this
view known.  In its 2002 Report to Congress on the Costs
and Benefits of federal regulation, OMB stated that �[t]he

key terms objectivity, utility and
integrity � key dimensions of
quality � convey an interest in
information quality that goes
beyond prevention and correction
of  factual errors.�185  OMB�s
statement also evinces OMB�s
position about the requests
themselves � that it wants more
requests to be affirmed, perhaps
to validate its claims that agency
science is flawed.

Nothing in the language,
structure, or history of  the IQA

evidences any considered congressional judgment to alter any
agency�s substantive mandates with respect to the treatment
of  uncertainty.  Environmental, health, and safety laws passed
since the 1970s were specifically designed to allow regulators
to regulate in the face of  limited scientific evidence, because
earlier approaches based on principles of  tort law had proven
ineffective at dealing with harms emanating from diffuse
sources where irreparable damage could occur before the
source of  the harm was identified.186  For example, under
both the Clean Air Act and the Clean Water Act, Congress
specified the hundreds of hazardous pollutants in need of
regulation so that EPA would not need to develop scientific
evidence of  the harms from these chemicals prior to
regulating them.187  Even those statutes that do require some
scientific evidence, such as the laws that regulate the
generation, transport and disposal of  hazardous wastes, do
not require complete or definitive proof  before regulatory
action is justified.188  Thus, these environmental and public
health statutes traded unworkable and heavy burdens of
proof  for standards that allow agencies to consider all available
evidence when making regulatory decisions.

Notwithstanding these statutory mandates, several IQA
petitions have been used to suggest that the science used by
federal agencies is not of  sufficient quantity or quality to
justify regulation under the IQA even though it satisfies the
standards under the agencies� substantive mandate.  These
challenges, if  successful, could provide an end-run around
our environmental laws and could gut protective measures
and ensure that new measures are never enacted.

Nothing in the language, structure,
or history of the IQA evidences any
considered congressional judgment
to alter any agency�s substantive

mandates with respect to the
treatment of uncertainty.

Environmental, health, and safety
laws passed since the 1970s were

specifically designed to allow
regulators to regulate in the face of

limited scientific evidence.
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For example, a petition filed by the Chemical Products
Corporation, a corporation which produces barium, requested
that EPA replace the existing Integrated Risk Information
System (IRIS) profile for barium with a profile compiled by
scientists funded by the corporation itself  because the
petitioners were unhappy with the conservative assumptions
used by EPA in the IRIS profile regarding doses of  barium
and effects.189  While EPA denied the initial request for
correction by defending the IRIS profile and the peer review
thereof and explaining that the petition merely �expressed
disagreement over issues of  scientific judgment,�190 the agency
later determined that the IRIS summary should be revised
and subject to additional peer review after receiving additional
information from the petitioner in a request for
reconsideration.191  The letter specifically outlined EPA�s plans
to request that the peer reviewers �examine whether the
application of  specific uncertainty factors is scientifically
appropriate and supported by the analysis of  the cited
studies.�192

This additional layer of  review of  the EPA�s risk
assessment assumptions is not mandated by the existing
statutory framework, nor is it mandated by the IQA, which
seeks the correction of  information, and not assumptions
about uncertainty.  The characterization of  risk is a difficult
and controversial process in part because it involves difficult
subjective judgments and is not merely a review of  factual
information.  Because it is often difficult to say that a risk
characterization is clearly �wrong,� given the degree to which
assumptions, policy choices, and judgments are embedded
into every step of  the risk assessment process, this use of
the IQA has become an effort to bog down risk assessments
with procedural challenges, even though there is no realistic
way to verify the objectivity of  such information.  OMB�s
position that assumptions in risk assessments should be
subject to the IQA, and recent challenges to risk assessments
filed by petitioners demonstrate the lengths to which the IQA
can be taken to challenge preventative assumptions that allow
agencies to make progress towards reducing environmental
risks.

Furthermore, there is a crucial distinction between
incomplete data and poor quality data. For example, an
excellent study of  the adverse health effects of  heightened
blood lead levels can be incomplete with respect to the hazards
of  heightened levels of  lead in the air if  the rates of  transfer
between airborne lead and blood lead are poorly understood.
Some may interpret the absence of  knowledge about air-to-
blood transfer rates to mean that the scientific evidence about
the hazards of  airborne lead to human health is of  poor
quality.  If  the quality requirements of  the data quality rider
are interpreted to make it harder to take protective action

when data is incomplete, this will mark a huge shift in
American environmental policy, which since the 1970s has
relied upon the principle that we should base policy on the
best available evidence.  In fact, one of  the most successful
protective actions ever taken was EPA�s 1973 decision to phase
out the lead content in gasoline, when the air-to-blood transfer
rate was not completely understood. Policy decisions should
take into account the quality of  the evidence as part of  the
process of  deciding what to do, but it is often wise to act
before all the answers are in.

Fishing Expeditions

Several petitions have sought to obtain underlying data
rather than requesting the correction of  information.  The
IQA explicitly provides that agencies issue guidelines that
establish administrative mechanisms allowing affected persons
to seek and obtain correction of  information, but the Act says
nothing about providing access to the underlying data.
Nevertheless, relying on the �reproducibility� standard set
forth in the guidelines for �influential� information, the
Perchlorate Study Group, an alliance of  manufacturers and
users of  perchlorate, a component of  rocket fuel that has
contaminated water supplies throughout the country, sent a
request for correction to EPA seeking disclosure of
information underlying documents sent to the National
Research Council Committee to Assess the Health
Implications of  Perchlorate Ingestion.193  The petition, which
sought information through the IQA that should be sought
under the Freedom of  Information Act (FOIA), consumed
agency resources and burdened EPA with an unnecessary
additional layer of  review.

Indeed, the petition was filed in December 2003, but EPA
did not issue its response until September 2004.194  Noting
that the document challenged by the petitioner was a draft
and currently under active review, the agency stated that it
did does not consider associated documents as disseminations
within the purview of  its Information Quality Guidelines.195

EPA responded to the petition�s fishing expedition by
spending a full page detailing the whereabouts of  information
requested.196  Such an effort on the part of  Information
Quality Guidelines staff  is redundant and wasteful in view
of  the agency�s FOIA office, to which the petition�s request
for information should have been directed.

In addition, a recent IQA challenge filed by the U.S.
Chamber of  Commerce and the Salt Institute seeks to have
the Department of  Health and Human Services, National
Institute of  Health, National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute
(NHLBI) disclose data from a grant-funded trial concerning
the effects of  salt intake on blood pressure. The petition
specifically challenges information �that directly states and
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otherwise suggests that reduced sodium consumption will
result in lower blood pressure in all individuals.�197  The agency
denied the request for correction, explaining that because
the petitioners sought copies of  data and not the correction
of  information, they should use the FOIA process for
obtaining the requested information.  While concluding that
FOIA was the proper mechanism for obtaining the
information sought, the NHLBI also concluded that the
documents cited by the Petitioners were of  sufficient quality
under the IQA because the information was subject to
rigorous peer review.198

After an appeal by the Petitioners was denied, the
Chamber filed suit under the IQA and the Shelby Amendment
requesting that the agency comply with the IQA and release
the requested information.  The government filed a motion
to dismiss the case on grounds that the Petitioners lacked
standing and the IQA provides no private right of  action
allowing enforcement of  the law in federal court.199  The
government also argued that judicial review is not available
under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) because the
petitioners failed to challenge a final agency action and because
the agency decisions were committed to agency discretion by
law.200  Oral arguments in the case
were held in September 2004, and
at that time the Judge overseeing
the case indicated his skepticism
with respect to the argument that
the IQA provides for judicial
review.201  At the hearing, the Judge
also �expressed concern that
allowing courts to review agency
actions would have the effect of
limiting scientific discourse.�

In its opinion, issued in
November 2004, the court agreed
with the government on all counts and dismissed the suit in
its entirety.202  With regard to plaintiffs� IQA challenge, the
court stated that �[n]either the Act itself  nor its very limited
legislative history provide a mechanism for judicial review of
information quality or any avenue for judicial relief.�203  The
court further reasoned that the language of  the IQA reflects
Congress�s intent that challenges to information quality
disseminated by federal agencies be handled in administrative
proceedings before the agencies, not in the courts.204  Notably,
plaintiffs� APA claim was rejected because (among other
reasons), the IQA commits the decision on whether to correct
a prior communication to agency discretion.205  Specifically,
the court noted that OMB�s guidelines insulate the agency�s
determinations of  when correction of  information is
warranted, providing that:

Agencies, in making their determination of  whether
or not to correct information, may reject claims made
in bad faith or without justification, and are required
to undertake only the degree of  correction that they
conclude is appropriate for the nature and timeli-
ness of  the information involved.206

Following the ruling, on January 11, 2005 the Salt
Institute and U.S. Chamber of  Commerce filed a petition
seeking appellate review of  the lower court�s decision in the
United States Court of  Appeals for the Fourth Circuit.207

A recent IQA petition filed by a law firm representing
NPC Services, Inc. (the petrochemical processors who seek
to avoid the clean-up of  a site heavily contaminated by PCBs
under the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA)) also improperly
seeks the disclosure of underlying data and methods used to
support the decision to list the site on the National Priorities
List.208  This is despite its acknowledgement that �[c]orrection
is the congressionally-mandated remedy for dissemination
of  information that does not meet quality standards.�209

EPA�s response to the petition indicated that the agency would
treat the IQA petition as an addendum to comments filed by

NPC on the substantive rule, that
is, the listing of  the lake on the
National Priorities list.210  With
regard to the improperly directed
FOIA request contained within
the IQA petition, EPA directed
NPC to EPA�s Region VI docket,
which EPA had specifically
referenced as the repository for
such underlying reference
documents in the Federal Register
notice proposing the lake to the
NPL.211

NPC�s petition is of  particular concern, because the area
in question is in the middle of  a poor, rural, African American
community that still uses the area for subsistence fishing.
EPA�s decision to consider NPC�s IQA petition as a comment
on the original rule rather than denying it outright, gives
undue consideration to the concerns of  a well-funded
conglomerate of  industry giants, since the IQA petition was
submitted to EPA almost four months after the close of  the
comment period.212  Thus, the IQA may also have the
potential to impact decision making under our environmental
laws with respect to burdens borne by minority and low
income populations, both by challenging decisions that could
improve conditions where they live, and by making it
increasingly difficult to access information about
contamination in their neighborhoods.213

The IQA may also have the potential
to impact decision making under our
environmental laws with respect to
burdens borne by minority and low

income populations, both by
challenging decisions that could

improve conditions where they live,
and by making it increasingly

difficult to access information about
contamination in their neighborhoods.
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Sidestepping the Courts

The IQA has also been used to deal with information
used in litigation that industry does not like.  For example,
the asbestos industry�s IQA challenge to the �Gold Book,� a
document providing information to auto mechanics about
the risks of  exposure to brakes containing asbestos was
brought because lawyers for the asbestos industry had failed
to have the document excluded as evidence at trial in tort
cases brought by auto mechanics seeking damages for their
injuries allegedly caused by asbestos exposure.214  During
repair and replacement of  brakes containing asbestos, auto
mechanics and shop workers are at risk for heavy exposure
to the material.  It is well documented that exposure can lead
to severe and often fatal diseases including mesothelioma, a
fatal cancer of  the lining of  the lung and chest cavity, and
asbestosis, a lung disease that may become so severe that the
lungs cease to function.   In the face of  a clear need to provide
brake workers with information about the known risks of
exposure to asbestos that remain in their workplaces, a
Philadelphia law firm that has refused to identify its client
recently sent a IQA petition to EPA seeking to have a 1986
EPA guidance document to brake workers about the harms
of  asbestos corrected or removed from the public domain.

The Gold Book, titled �Guidance for Preventing Disease
Among Auto Mechanics,� warns of  the dangers of  asbestos
exposure during brake work and provides guidelines for
reducing exposure to asbestos during brake repair work.  The
document is an important tool for spreading the word about
the dangers of  asbestos and has taken on an increased role
in the face of lax enforcement and resistance to a ban on
asbestos products.  As an alternative to litigating its case in
court where the firm was apparently having difficulty having
the document excluded, the firm sought to circumvent that
process by bringing an IQA challenge, requesting that EPA
withdraw a document that serves as a needed warning to
brake workers and make a determination that the document
is insufficient to demonstrate that exposure to asbestos can
cause disease among brake workers, an inquiry that should
appropriately be in the courts.  While the manual was meant
to serve as a warning to auto mechanics and not as a definitive
statement of  causation, the IQA has been used to subject
the document to a level of  scrutiny that does not match the
document�s intended purpose. It remains to be seen whether
the revised document will provide adequate warnings to brake
workers.

Similarly, a law firm representing the Dow Chemical
Company filed a recent challenge to a quality assurance
project plan and work plan involving groundwater flow and
contaminant fate and transport in Louisiana.215  The petition
suggests that the information challenged should be

characterized as �influential� and thus subject to the more
prescriptive IQA requirements because �potential
groundwater flow and contaminant fate and transport, are
issues in major litigation.�216  In addition, the petitioners seek
the �influential� categorization because they are concerned
that the plan and the model that may be developed based on
that plan, could be used in enforcement or other
administrative actions.

The petition suggests that the plan fails to conform with
EPA guidance for such plans, lacks detail, was not subject to
external peer review, and does not account for uncertainty,
and should therefore EPA should be prohibited from
disseminating any model based on that plan until the petition
has been considered.  Dow complains that the alleged errors
may cause it to �expend significant resources to demonstrate
the fallibility of  the model, and may very well be prejudiced
in defense of  the cases against it if  a faulty model is used in
litigation or in enforcement or other administrative
actions.�217  Not only does the petition challenge a model
that does not yet exist, it seeks to expend agency resources
on its own behalf  rather than using its own resources to
challenge the model in court.  The petition does not seek the
correction of  information, rather it seeks to strike fear in
EPA by challenging a model before it has been created,
particularly because of  its concerns that EPA apparently
indicated that it does not plan to rely on data collected by
Dow in the model.218  EPA appropriately denied Dow�s
request, noting that the model is only a planning tool for
internal agency use, was never disseminated to the public.219

Counsel for Dow has since filed a Request for
Reconsideration, asserting that EPA�s denial of  the IQA
request was an �arbitrary and capricious exercise of
discretion� by EPA, language that threatens the agency with
litigation.220

In yet another example, a challenge by a law firm
representing the paint and coatings industry to information
underlying a state model rule on volatile organic compounds
in paint is attempting to use the IQA process to circumvent
court challenges to the rule that have largely been rejected.221

IQA Costs and Benefits

Oft-repeated refrains among those who advocate
�regulatory reform� are that the costs of  many regulations
exceed their benefits.  Without an understanding of  regulatory
costs and benefits, critics charge, government is unable to
engage in sensible priority setting and must engage in a sort
of  �fly by the seat of  one�s pants� approach to choosing
among alternative actions.222  Cost-benefit analysis, �sets out
to do for government what the market does for business:
add up the benefits of a public policy and compare them to
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the costs.�223  As CPR Scholars Frank Ackerman and Lisa
Heinzerling point out, however, there is no ledger to readily
provide the values of  regulatory costs and benefits.  Rather,
cost-benefit analyses must create that ledger, and calculations
of  costs and benefits involve a multitude of  challenging
questions.224  Nonetheless, cost-benefit analysis has become
an increasingly prevalent tool since the legislation
accompanying the 104th Congress�s Contract With America,225

and particularly under the Bush Administration.

In marked contrast to its usual enthusiasm for and
insistence on cost-benefit analyses,
however, OMB imposed its IQA
Guidelines without any explicit
discussion or analysis concerning
the costs and attendant benefits
associated with implementation of
the Guidelines or the Act.  OMB
did not attempt to compare the
benefits of  improved data quality
with the cost to the public in terms
of  potential lives lost, health
effects, and environmental effects attributable to diverted
agency resources, delayed access to information, and delayed
implementation of  rules.

When criticized for the fact that it had not given cost-
benefit consideration to its information quality requirements,
OMB stated in its 2002 Report to Congress on the costs and
benefits of  federal regulation that its guidelines �do reflect
cost-benefit considerations . . . .�226  The Guidelines include
the following passage regarding the costs and benefits of  the
IQA:

the guidelines recognize, however, that information
quality comes at a cost.  Accordingly, the agencies
should weigh the costs (for example, including costs
attributable to agency processing effort, respondent
burden, maintenance of  needed privacy, and assur-
ances of suitable confidentiality) and the benefits
of  higher information quality in the development
of  information, and the level of  quality to which the
information disseminated will be held.227

Nowhere in this vague narrative does OMB consider the
potential costs to health, safety, and the environment that
could arise as a result of  implementation and use of  the IQA.

Moreover, any suggestion in the narrative that might
caution agencies to ensure that the costs of  responding to
the deluge of  IQA requests they receive do not exceed the
benefits associated with whatever increase in information
quality might result is muffled by such directives as those
recently issued by Dr. John Graham and Representative Joe

Barton (R-TX).  Based on the fact that the National Institutes
of  Health�s (NIH) National Toxicology Program (NTP) had
received six IQA requests, in November 2004 Dr. Graham
issued a prompt letter to NIH�s Director suggesting three
additional procedural hurdles that NTP should undertake
before issuing its Report on Carcinogens or finalizing the
NTP review process for individual substances.228  In January
2005, Representative Barton sent a letter to fifteen federal
agencies including EPA, DHHS, NIH, EPA and the CPSC
that requests the agencies to respond to nine specific inquiries

regarding their IQA practices.229

Representative Barton seeks the
information in order to better
understand agency activity related
to the IQA, in response to
�Congress�s concern that agencies
were not complying fully� with the
IQA, as expressed in the
November 2003 report that
prompted OMB�s own report to
Congress on the IQA.  In short,

the weak suggestion in OMB�s IQA Guidelines that agencies
consider relative costs and benefits associated with
implementing the IQA is effectively drowned out by
subsequent insistence that agencies are not doing enough and
must do more in order to comply with the IQA.

Finally, as detailed in this Report, there is little evidence
that there is a widespread information dissemination problem
at the agencies or that an aggressive administration mechanism
is the best solution, even if  there is a problem.  Thus, the
supposed �benefits� from the IQA have little support and
are highly overstated.  The Bush Administration�s departure
from the usual canons of cost-benefit analysis it regularly
promotes in other contexts belies the supposedly objective
insistence that such analysis is necessary to ensure that only
those public actions that will produce benefits in excess of
their costs are pursued, and thus that the public interest is
being helped, not harmed.  The costs associated with requiring
already under-funded federal agencies to respond to legions
of  IQA requests, often lengthy and complex challenges
generated by wealthy corporations (or their legal counsel)
with an interest in undermining bases for regulation, have
never been analyzed in any systematic way.  Without even a
quantification of  costs, let alone corresponding benefits, it is
impossible to know the true opportunity costs of  the IQA �
what programs, initiatives and actions are being foregone in
order to devote resources to responding to IQA petitions.
The failure to subject the IQA and implementation
procedures to any form of  cost-benefit consideration
provides Exhibit 5 in the case for repeal of  the IQA.

Without even a quantification of
costs, let alone corresponding

benefits, it is impossible to know
the true opportunity costs of the
IQA � what programs, initiatives
and actions are being foregone in

order to devote resources to
responding to IQA petitions.
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Conclusion

The above analysis collectively provides the case against
the IQA.  The statute�s suspicious and industry-based origins,
the lack of  proven need for the statute, and the abounding
examples of  the misuse of  the Act in just two years
demonstrate that the Act must be repealed.  While there may
a need for a mechanism to address correction of  factual
errors, the agencies already have processes for correction of
this type of  information in place, and the expansive IQA is
not the correct vehicle for this, in light of  the ways it has

been used thus far to challenge the underpinnings of
regulations to protect health, safety, and the environment.
If  Congress fails to repeal the IQA, the public interest
community must continue to aggressively monitor and
critique the most egregious petitions to encourage agencies
to reject these challenges to our environment and our health
and safety and to continue to build the case against the IQA.

Appendix A: Text of the Information Quality Act

The Information Quality Act amends the Paperwork Reduction Act:

(a) In General.�The Director of  the Office of  Management and Budget shall, by not later than
September 30, 2001, and with public and Federal agency involvement, issue guidelines under sections
3504(d)(1)and 3516 of  title 44, United States Code, that provide policy and procedural guidance to
Federal agencies for ensuring and maximizing the quality, objectivity, utility, and integrity of
information (including statistical information) disseminated by Federal agencies in fulfillment of
the purposes and provisions of  chapter 35 of  title 44, United States Code, commonly referred to as
the Paperwork Reduction Act.

(b) Content of  Guidelines.�The guidelines under subsection (a) shall�

(1) apply to the sharing by Federal agencies of, and access to, information disseminated by
Federal agencies; and

(2) require that each Federal agency to which the guidelines apply�

(A) issue guidelines ensuring and maximizing the quality, objectivity, utility, and
integrity of  information (including statistical information) disseminated by the agency,
by not later than 1 year after the date of  issuance of  the guidelines under subsection
(a);

(B) establish administrative mechanisms allowing affected persons to seek and obtain
correction of  information maintained and disseminated by the agency that does not
comply with the guidelines issued under subsection (a); and

(C) report periodically to the Director�(i) the number and nature of  complaints
received by the agency regarding the accuracy of  information disseminated by the
agency and; (ii) how such complaints were handled by the agency.
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